
The Bigotry, Hypocrisy, And Jealousy Of Antifascists And Others

It really is amusing to us how crusading anti-fascists continually reveal their hypocrisy. Hypocrisy because they write
and talk about how evil "hatred" and "bigotry" are and yet in their crusading fanaticism they are intolerant of and are
prejudiced regarding their declared enemies, steadfastly refusing to change their opinion about a declared enemy
even when presented with evidence which contradicts their beliefs and opinions about a person or persons; and
never providing, or failing to provide when asked, evidential facts to collaborate their claims and allegations or
paranoid fantasies about a person or a group.

A classic example is how anti-fascists are bigoted about David Myatt: refusing in their prejudice to believe, for
example, his consistent denial that he is Anton Long of O9A fame; refusing to believe his consistent denial of being
involved with the O9A, and refusing to believe, as his post-2012 writings indicate, that he has rejected neo-nazism
and extremism in general. Instead, they accuse him of lying; of pretence; of duplicity.

Furthermore, they never provide and have never provided any probative facts to prove he is or was Anton Long, or
was/is involved with or founded the O9A, or still is a neo-nazi and an extremist. All they do in their prejudice is repeat
their claims and allegations, repeat hearsay, give their biased personal opinion or commit logical fallacies such as
argumentum ad verecundiam and argumentum ad populum.

Some even go further in their bigotry and state that Myatt is a liar, a deceptive trickster, and that anyone who
accepts Myatt's word and/or believes his denials is stupid, or has been duped, or has bought into or is practising the
O9A technique of spreading disinformation and contradictions as part of the O9A's Labyrinthos Mythologicus. Thus in
the matter of the recording of a 1998 Myatt interview, {1} no evidential facts are provided, with the anti-fascist
bigots stating such things as:

    "Old interview with the illusive David Myatt, who's been a militant neo-Nazi, a militant jihadist, alleged leader of
the far-right occultist Order of Nine Angles, and several other fascinating & terrible things. In this he pretends
(badly) not to be O9A."

     "It's kind of hilarious that the O9A people who published this think that this somehow definitively proves that he's
not Anton Long."

    "Myatt lying and equivocating about his role in the Order of Nine Angles."

In fact, in the interview, Myatt consistently - and on his honour - denies any practical involvement, {2} with the anti-
fascist interviewer at one point blandly stating he does not believe Myatt while of course providing nothing evidential
in support of his claim and merely repeating his own biased opinion, as members of the hoi polloi are wont to do. The
anti-fascist would later go on to mock Myatt's adherence to a code of honour and tell lies about him.

David Myatt, 1993

Another example is Myatt's denial of having rejected extremism, with the bigots stating that it is "transparently
insincere" and that his post-2012 writings are, in the words of one anonymous person, "basic bitch lectures on life
experience" while yet again providing nothing evidential in support of their claims or in the case of the anonymous



bigot providing verifiable details of their own life for comparison with the life and works of Myatt.

This anti-fascist bigotry in regard to Myatt is also evident in the tale of two reformed racists: one is given the benefit
of the doubt and believed, while Myatt is not. {3}

Why the bigotry in respect of Myatt?

Our view is that anti-fascists are intolerant and hateful by nature or become so when they accept anti-fascist ideology
with its credo of "never forget, never forgive" and its embedded intolerance and hatred of declared enemies which
makes it impossible for them to have empathy with or compassion for or treat with fairness or give the benefit of
doubt to such declared enemies. Which enemies are those individuals that they or their comrades believe to be
fascists or nazis and those groups they or their comrades believe to be nazi or fascist.

This intolerance and hate - this bigotry - is because they and anti-fascist ideology declare that all nazis and fascists
are hateful bigoted irrational racist people the vast majority of who cannot change. Thus they dehumanize their
enemies resulting in anti-fascists acting and behaving like the stereotyped fascists and nazis their ideology has
created.

In the case of Myatt we suspect that their ideology and/or their basal nature has made them dehumanize him, makes
them hate him and gives them an excuse to be intolerant toward and spread lies, and rumours, and make allegations
about him, and also gives them an excuse to try to mock and demean him, while as always never providing anything
evidential to support their lies and those rumours and allegations. One common fantasy they seem to share about
Myatt is the belief that anyone who dares to contradict them or question their claims and opinions about Myatt being
Anton Long, or who asks for evidential facts to support their claims, their lies, their opinions about him, their
allegations or rumours regarding him, must be Myatt himself using a variety of pseudonym although as always they
never provide anything evidential to support their belief that this fantasy of theirs is real.

We also suspect that many of them are simply jealous. Of, for instance, Myatt's exeatic life: of his Siddhartha-like
quest {4}, his search for meaning and purpose {5} and his creativity.

Since they believe, again never providing anything evidential to support their belief, that he created the O9A/ω9α and
is even now its prime mover, it is pertinent to ask if they have created and maintained anything similar to such an
extent that "special interest groups" and elected politicians now demand it be banned by governments?

Also, where are their translations of and commentaries on ancient texts. Where their poetry? Were they ever street
activists for decades, got involved in fights, acted as a bodyguard, and sent to prison for violence? Were they ever a
monk or travelled around continents seeking wisdom? Did they ever have the experience of losing not one but two
loved ones?

Little wonder then that these jealous ones - often anonymously - try to mock and demean Myatt, repeat and spread
rumours about him, tell lies about him and his past, claim he is insignificant and has no followers or supporters, and
believe that anyone who contradicts them and their opinion about him must be Myatt himself using a variety of
pseudonyms, while as always never providing anything evidential to support their lies, those rumours, their opinion
and that belief.

But what all these hypocritical bigots and fantasists ignore, forget or have never known is that they and their
machinations and they themselves are irrelevant in Aeonic terms while the Myattian mythos, which includes the
mythos of ω9α and the weltanschauung that is ethical National Socialism, {6} will by generational transmission {7}
endure and evolve.
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{1} The interview is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZZeuPoplu4 [Accessed October 2021]

{2} Myatt by emphasising honour and by giving his word of honour is continuing a centuries-old noble European
tradition while bigoted mocking anti-fascists and their ilk are but transient contemporary manifestations of the ethos
of the hoi polloi. In regard to the European tradition refer to Booke of Honor and Armes, published in 1590 ev where
it is stated that honour is preferred before life.

{3} A Tale Of Two Reformed Racists, included in Discovering Nexion Zero: The Occult Phantom Menace, available at
https://archive.org/download/discovering-nexion-zero/discovering-nexion-zero-v5.pdf   [Accessed October 2021]

{4} Kaplan, Jeffrey. Encyclopedia of White Power. Rowman & Littlefield, 2000, p. 216ff; p.512f

{5} Koehler, Daniel. From Traitor to Zealot: Exploring the Phenomenon of Side-Switching in Extremism and
Terrorism. Cambridge University Press, 2021.



{6} In regard to ethical National Socialism, see https://archive.org/download/myatt-peregrinations-ideologist_202111
/myatt-peregrinations-ideologist.pdf [Accessed November 2021]

{7} In regard to generational transmission and ω9α, refer to https://archive.org/download/o9a-aeonic-
knowledge_202109/o9a-aeonic-knowledge-v1a.pdf [Accessed November 2021]
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